The

Adventures of

Princesse Pearl

The Secret Yola Bola Yula Bula Pass
Part Two
Episode 9

Our story begins...

P

rincesse Pearl and the other Sugarwood Superheroes
had found the beginning of the Yola Bola Yula Bula Pass.
But their laughter had caused the Chuckling Brook to flow
too fast,
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and they were one hippo-length away from crashing into
the side of the mountain!
“Cover your head!” Barlow yelled and ducked as low as
possible in his Lulu flower boat. The others followed
his example.
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Just when it looked as though the Sugarwood
Superheroes would be smooshed against the rocks,
one by one, the Lulu flowers disappeared! When each
flower disappeared, each one of Princesse Pearl’s friends
disappeared too!
When the flowers reappeared, they found themselves on
the other side of the rock wall, floating down a lime-green
river that snaked through a cave.
Barlow took a deep breath and checked his arms and
legs for any pain, but found none. “Oh, thank goodness!”
“Woah! We went invisible!” Rosie danced, twirled, and
then kicked the air. “We’re super heroes!”
“Now that’s pretty cool!” Lefty said.
“Is everyone OK?” Princesse Pearl looked around at her
friends, who all nodded.
“Man, I thought we were going to hit that wall!” Lefty
laughed. “We’d have been toast!”
“That was SO scary,” Sophie said excitedly. “I wish we
could do it again.”
“Not me. If all we do is float along this river to the end,
then I’ll be happy,” Barlow said.
Still excited, Sophie called out and pointed her sword in
the air, “Sugarwood Superheroes!”
“Sugarwood Superheroes!” Everyone cheered back and
clacked their swords all together.
As they calmed down from all of the excitement, they
had a chance to look around. Rosie looked up and pointed.
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“What are those?”
Above them on the rock ceiling, thousands of worm-like
creatures gave off a blue light that filled the darkness and
allowed them to see each other.
“Those are glowworms,” Lefty said. “I’ve seen them
once before. Don’t worry they’re harmless.”
“What do they do?” asked Rosie.
“You’re looking at it,” he leaned back and got
comfortable in his flower.
Sophie laughed. “They look like saggy, lumpy stars
to me.”

The Chuckling Brooke took them farther into the cave.
Except for the sound of the water, the cave was quiet.
Barlow asked, “How will we know the Grouge when we
see it?”
Sophie perked up. “Oh, you’ll know him. He has yellow
and orange eyes this big,” Sophie spreads her hands wide.
“He’s a big ball of black and brown hair,” Rosie added.
“And he smells like a two-day-old, stinky toe sandwich,”
Sophie said.
“Yeah, and he has green, pointy teeth filled with bugs,”
Lefty said. “You can see them crawling around whenever
he growls.”
“Ewww.” Rosie laughed at every new detail as she
imagined what the Grouge looked like. She couldn’t
stop herself from laughing. Not only couldn’t she stop it,
anything anyone did or said made it worse! She’d come
down with a serious case of the Laughing Fits!

Watching Rosie,
Sophie felt a tickle in
the back of her throat.
At first it came out as a short
chuckle. Then a laugh followed.
Soon she felt the laugh grow big inside of her belly until
she started cracking up until she couldn’t stop. Sophie
had caught it! One by one, each friend came down with
the Laughing Fits. They laughed hysterically, rolling
around the flowers, and grabbing their stomachs. Their
laughter echoed off the walls, bouncing back and forth and
becoming louder and louder. This caused the Chuckling
Brook to move faster and faster with every “Hahaha!”
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With the water moving quickly and Lefty
laughing so hard, his vine slipped out from under
his knees. Because everyone had laughing tears in their
eyes, no one saw, not even Lefty. He drifted, unnoticed,
toward the other side of the cave.
Finally, Lefty stopped laughing long enough to
realize what had happened. “Guys! I lost the vine!”
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Pearl saw the fox’s flower on the other side of the
cavern. Ahead of them, the cavern split into two. “Lefty!”
she cried. “Quick! Before it splits!”
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Even though they’d stopped laughing, the water rushed
on. It needed time to slow down.
Lefty reached in the water and tried paddling to them.
“You can do it!” Rosie and Sophie yelled.
He paddled, and he paddled, and he paddled. Lefty
paddled so hard that a sweat broke across his furry
forehead. But the water was too strong, and he didn’t get
any closer.
“Here, try to grab ahold of this,” Pearl tossed the end
of the vine to him. It landed in the water several feet from
Lefty’s Lulu flower.
The water started to slow down, but they were almost
near the split.
“Try one more time!” Pearl tossed the vine and again it
landed too far from Lefty for him to grab it.
They were just about to make another attempt, when
Lefty’s flower swooshed into the other tunnel.
“Lefty!” His friends cried out.
“Oh no! What are we going to do?” Rosie cried. Sophie
hugged her sister.
Princesse Pearl said, “Don’t worry, you guys.
Everything will be ok. We just need to figure out how to get
Lefty back.”
“Do we?” Barlow asked. “I mean, let’s think about this.
He’s been trying to eat Rosie from the very beginning.”
“Yeah, but he hasn’t. So what does that say?” Princesse
Pearl asked.
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“I say we go back,” Rosie said.
“Me too,” Sophie said. “He’s a Sugarwood Superheroes.
That means we go back for him.”
Barlow sighed. “There’s no point even talking about
this. There’s no way we can get back there anyway.”
“Do you think we will end up in the same place?” Rosie
asked with a look of hope.
“I don’t think we can count on that,” Pearl said. “I think
what we need to do is figure out how to get to where
Lefty is.”
“Guys!” Rosie said excitedly. “Don’t you see? This is a
real, live rescue mission!”
“Sugarwood Superheroes to the rescue!”
Sophie cheered.
“What if going that way gets us even more lost?”
Barlow asked.
Barlow had a point, but she knew she couldn’t abandon
Lefty. Pearl closed her eyes. She rubbed her pearl necklace
between her hands. “Come on, little pearls,” she whispered.
“Help us out, what should we do?”
The princesse’s pearls came to life and offered her the
advice she needed. Work together. Believe in yourself. Stay
positive. Never give up!
Princesse Pearl opened her yes. “If we end up lost, we
end up lost. We’ll figure that out then, I guess,” Pearl said.
“We have to stick together. That’s the most
important thing.”
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“Fine.” Barlow knew she was right.
“So, what can we do? Any ideas?” Pearl looked at her
friends, who shook their heads no.
After a few minutes of hard thinking, the princesse said,
“Oh I know!” She went to the edge of her flower and called
out, “Baloop Bloop Loop.” Nothing happened. She tried
again; still nothing.
“What in the world are you doing?” Sophie asked her.
“When we left for our adventure in Sugarwood, my
friends Mr. and Mrs. Big Mouth Bass told me to say
‘Baloop Bloop Loop’ if I ever needed help. They said their
relatives wouldn’t mind.”
“Let’s all call.” Rosie cupped her mouth and yelled,
“Baloop Bloop Loop!”
Soon all four were calling.
“Baloop Bloop Loop!”
“Baloop Bloop Loop!”
“Baloop Bloop Loop!”
Their voices echoed into the darkness of the cave.
Nothing happened.
“Hmm. Maybe we’re not doing it right,” Barlow said.
“Do you remember any other instructions?”
“No, just these words.” She thought for a second. And
then, without warning, Pearl took off her headdress and
dunked her face in the water and called out one last time as
loud as she could.
“BALOOP BLOOP LOOP!”
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A fish poked her head up out of the water.
“Did you call?”
“Oh, hello,” Pearl said. “Yes, I did. I’m Princesse Pearl.
I’m a friend of Mr. and Mrs. Big Mouth Bass. We have a bit
of an emergency. Can you help us?”
“Any friend of my cousin’s is a friend of mine,” the fish
said. “I’m Wanda. How can I help?”
“We lost our friend when the cave split. We need to get
back to him, but the river is pushing us this way.”
“I see. I have an idea. I’ll be right back.” Wanda
disappeared into the river. When she returned, she brought 30
of her closest friends to help. “We will get you to your friend.
Do you have a way of staying together?” Wanda asked.
“We have this,” Princesse Pearl held up the vine.
“Perfect! Hold on tight!” Wanda swam around to her
friends and said, “Ok, here’s what we’re going to do.
We’re going to surround the flowers and swim as hard as
we can against the current. Then we will push them down
the other pass. Sound good?”
“Ok!” All of the fish called, as they encircled the
remaining three flowers. The school of fish swam as
hard as they could. Their tails whipped against the river;
the splashing filled the cave. Slowly, the fish pushed the
friends’ flowers against the current of the Chuckling Brook.
“We’re moving!” Sophie looked down at the water.
“It’s working!” The princesse leaned over to the fish and
yelled. “Keep it up!”
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After a few minutes and a strong effort by Wanda and
her team, the Sugarwood Superheroes were almost there.
“I see the split!” cheered Pearl.

“You did it!” The sisters danced in circles in their
flower, as the fish pushed them to the fork in the river.
Wanda poked her head up. “Whew! I’m exhausted!”
“You all did such a great job!” Pearl said.
“How much farther do you need to go?” Wanda asked.
Barlow looked at Pearl. “I know a way we can catch up
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to Lefty very quickly.”
Pearl thanked Wanda. “I guess we are good from here,”
she said. “Thank you for all your help!”
“Of course! Tell my cousins hello!” Wanda smacked her
tail on the surface to say goodbye and dove under the water.
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“So?” Pearl looked at Barlow.
Barlow smiled devilishly. “Do you know how to play
the Laughing Game?”
“I don’t think I can laugh anymore,” Rosie said. “My
stomach is sore.”
“There’s a game called the Laughing Game?” Sophie asked.
“Why, it’s the greatest game ever! Have you ever heard
a donkey laugh? Heeeeeeeeeeee heRRRRRR. Hee her hee
hee heRRR.” The laugh was so silly and so bizarre that
Rosie couldn’t help chuckling loudly. “You try, Rosie. Pick
the silliest, weirdest laugh you can think of.”
“Who-who, who-who-who-ooooooo!”
Everyone laughed and the water picked up. “Look, it’s
working!” Sophie pointed.
“Aaheeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee-eeee-eeee!”
“Keep laughing everyone!”
“Brewhahaha-ho-he-ho-he-he!” Princesse Pearl’s
laugh sounded sillier than a hyena who’d eaten too much
candy corn.
As the friends laughed the water rushed through the
cavern. “I see him!” Barlow called. Princesse Pearl smiled
when she saw how excited Barlow was to see the fox.
Lefty floated lazily down the brook. He smiled when he
saw them.
Sophie called out to Lefty, “We’re coming!
Hehehoohoooo!”
They continued their game until Lefty was within reach.
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Princesse Pearl to toss him the vine. This time he grabbed
it easily and wrapped it around his arm tightly. For the first
time ever, Lefty forgot about playing it cool. “You came
back for me?”
“You’re a Sugarwood Superheroes, aren’t you?” Barlow
asked. It was his way of trying to make peace.
Lefty tried to hide it, but Princesse Pearl could see a
smile in his eyes. “You didn’t have to. I am good. I would
have figured it out.”

“This is what you do for your friends,” Pearl said. Then
she added, “Let’s make sure we all tie the vine around us,
so this doesn’t happen again.”
Rosie raised her sword and everyone met hers and
cheered, “Sugarwood Superheroes!”
“How did you get back to me so quickly?” Lefty asked.
Rosie and Sophie excitedly told Lefty every detail about
Wanda’s rescue.
All of the excitement and laughter of the day caught
up to the members of Sugarwood Superheroes. Soon they
found themselves dozing and drifting down the Yola Bola
Yula Bula Pass on the Chuckling Brook.
Everyone except Pearl.
The last day had been their most exciting yet! As she
drifted off to sleep, two pearls appeared on the princesse’s
necklace. One said, “Congratulations, Princesse Pearl, you
showed great bravery throughout the day. Not everyone is
so courageous.”
Her second pearl glowed. “Loyalty to our loved ones is
one of the greatest gifts we can give them and ourselves.
By going back for Lefty, you have shown you are a true
friend.”
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The End
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